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 It is tailored specially to fit the needs of easyJet's branding and marketing campaign. This round typeface creates a simple and
elegant look to fit your requirements. This exclusive, fun and light font style is used mainly on easyJet booking site and easyJet's
promotional material. EasyJet Rounded Book has been created for you in the same spirit as the main easyJet font style, that is,

for the light, fun and friendly style for a fresh and memorable new face. This typeface is an excellent addition for any campaign
that wants to achieve a fresh and memorable look. This exclusive typeface is perfect for advertising campaigns and products,

and can be used for branding in many different aspects. The three possible cases are demonstrated on a website below for
reference. EasyJet Rounded Book has three weights available, which are displayed below. This typeface is a premium exclusive

typeface with light weight and neat & neat and fun colors. It also has an exclusive but common type of the letter "I" used by
many companies. I suggest you to use it in the situations where the letter I is used for advertising or promotional use. The case
of easyJet Rounded Book Regular easyJet Rounded Book is shown below. easyJet Rounded Book Regular EasyJet Rounded

Book Regular is used for advertising campaigns or promotional use. EasyJet Rounded Book Regular is featured with light and
neat letterforms. This typeface is perfect for branding and promotional use. The case of easyJet Rounded Book Regular is

shown below. The case of easyJet Rounded Book Regular is 82157476af
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